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Congratulations to Héber Negrão on his
appointment to the board of Wycliffe Global
Alliance (WGA)!

The WGA board gives input to and provides
governance for more than 100 diverse
organizations and networks doing Bible
translation around the world. Héber is one of
GEN's global leaders and also serves as a master
facilitator of Arts for a Better Future.

Héber coordinated the translation of Community
Arts for God's Purposes into Portuguese and is
doing a PhD in World Arts at Dallas International
University. He has been involved in ethnoarts
work in Brazil for 16 years.

Call for Papers
Theme: Global Arts on Mission: Embedded, Embodied, Empowered.
The ASM Annual Meeting 2023 will explore this theme in a variety of formats:
panel presentations, individual paper presentations, roundtable presentations
(in-person only), and 3 Minute Thesis (in-person only).
Proposal submission deadline is Friday, January 27, 2023.
https://www.asmweb.org/call-for-papers
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Join us in Dallas on Sep. 10 to celebrate GEN's 20th Anniversary!

We're planning an informal, participatory Sunday morning worship
time, followed by an afternoon gathering (2 - 5:30pm) and a banquet

(6-8pm). Activities will include celebrating the people and projects
GEN has engaged with over the last 20 years, as well as strategic

planning for the future. Registration will be available during March--
stayed tuned for updates. If you'd like to help with the event, please

write to info@worldofworship.org and let us know.

You are invited to stay for GCAMM (Sept 11-14): 
https://gcommhome.org/

10 Best Christian Art Podcasts
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Congratulations to Sparking Creativity: The EthnoArts Podcast,
chosen this year as one of the 10 best Christian Art podcasts from
thousands of podcasts on the web and ranked by traffic, social media
followers, domain authority & freshness. To check out other winners,
go here: https://blog.feedspot.com/christian_art_podcasts/
 

Dr. Daniel David Black, choral conductor at Houghton University
(Houghton, NY), is looking for help finding choral music from around
the world to teach to his college choirs. He is looking specifically for
notated choral music in original languages and if there are English

translitera�ons, all the be�er. If you can help point him to resources,
kindly contact him directly at Daniel.Black@houghton.edu.

"The Future of Mission is Local Worship" - a plenary address from
Columbia International University's 100th Anniversary celebrations. The

session includes edox stories from Siberia, an introduction to
ethnodoxology, and discussion of some core values for ethnodoxologists.

THESES BY GEN MEMBERS ON EDOX TOPICS

Congratulations to Leon Neto, who defended his MA
thesis on the topic of "'Americanized' Worship in Brazilian
Churches" (Liberty University). Read it at the link here.

- - - - - - -
Congratulations to Mahoshun Kashung, who defended
his master's thesis at Protestant Theological University. His topic
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was "Implementing the Indigenous Sound of the Tangkhul Nagas
in Worship: An Ethnodoxological Study to Entreat the Use of

Heart Music." Read it at the link here.

It's a great delight to see more theses and dissertations being
written on ethnodoxology topics!

Matt Menger has created a Zotero database of theses and
dissertations that discuss the term "ethnodoxology". If you

would like access to the database, you can write him at
Matt_Menger@sil.org.

The Global Ethnodoxology Network
envisions a future in which communities of Jesus followers in every culture

engage with God and the world through their own artistic expressions. 
 

We offer networking, training, and resources
for the flourishing of biblical and culturally appropriate arts.
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